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socialProduction opens up a new, deeper level of communication on the production floor and
makes it possible to monitor machines independently of location and time. With socialProduction
you get an overview of the production status, productivity and stability of your machines and
receive notifications immediately for important events. The integrated chat feature makes team
communication more efficient than ever before.
View machine status anytime, anywhere!
Your production with all relevant machine information is
always visible in real time on your mobile device or PC.
Stay up to date with the Live Status function and intelligent production and process key figures for all connected machines.

socialProduction web
Start page

Use socialProduction with the device of your choice!
All functionality is available via the smartphone app and
the web application on your PC or laptop.
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Machine overview
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DIGITAL PRODUCTION
MONITORING
The machine overview helps you to easily monitor key production figures for each machine.
The integrated messenger makes team communication easier than ever before. Users can send
and receive messages within the machine chronicle. This ensures complete documentation.

The most important key figures at a glance!
Within the machine overview you get quick insight into
important key figures like productivity, stability and
order progress of all connected machines. The selected
time window (1h, 8h, 24h) can be adjusted as required.
The machine status is displayed in the form of a machine time profile.

Team communication –
faster and easier than ever before!
The messenger brings humans and machines together.
Notifications inform immediately about important events.
The Messenger serves as a digital logbook for complete
documentation for production.
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Machine overview
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Integrated messenger

YOUR BENEFITS:
∙	Fast, targeted and secure communi
cation on the shop floor
∙	A product that saves time in
everyday life – and does not require
additional time!
∙	The machine always live –
at any place, at any time!
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DIGITAL PROCESS
SUPPORT
Using intelligent filters, important machine events such as parameter changes and alarms
are recognized and provided as notifications in the machine chronicle. The machine itself
also becomes an active team member. In addition, you will always have detailed insight into
important machine data.
Machines become active team members!
Messages about important events such as alarms or
parameter changes during the running production are
automatically sent by the machine into its own chronicle (machine messenger). You will receive live push
notifications and can subscribe to them for each machine as needed.

Get detailed insight into all available
machine parameters!
The intuitive design of the pages allows quick access to
important machine parameters. A complete log of all
events, alarms and set-point changes that have occurred on the machine control system are also displayed in
chronological order on the detail page.
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Machine detail page
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Machine detail page 2
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DIGITAL PROCESS
SUPPORT
Anomaly detection supports process owners in monitoring the production process. An intelligent,
self-learning process continuously monitors all available process parameters of the machine. The
anomaly detection is able to detect abnormalities in the process at an early stage and to communicate
these proactively to the user.
Significant reduction of process-related downtime!
Anomalies, trends and deviations within the process are
detected before component quality suffers or downtime
occurs. Our autonomous process monitoring works without the need for configuration.

Correlation of occurring events
with process parameters!
With a simple click on the machine notification, the underlying process parameters and the time window to be
considered, opens in the data analysis window.
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Data analysis and machine notifications
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Machine notifications

YOUR BENEFITS:
∙	Detecting process faults before
a standstill occurs
∙	Detecting deviations within the process
before component quality suffers
∙	System solution from one source:
Connection of third-party
machines possible
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